BALTIMORE BROADBAND CAMPAIGN
Bring Competition for Internet Services to Baltimore

Background
This campaign is in response to a survey and community meeting indicating resident dissatisfaction throughout Baltimore with currently available
choices for broadband (how you connect to the Internet) and their associated prices. The campaign started in a church basement at a community
meeting in Roland Park, it soon spread to multiple communities in north
Baltimore and now is citywide. We desire broad based participation. This
is a grassroots campaign open to all living or working in Baltimore.

Motivating This Campaign

We pay more (as much as
$1000 over two years)

Services available are less

Campaign Goals
Deploy fiber optic lines to homes, businesses and anchor institutions
throughout Baltimore

Establish an open fiber infrastructure promoting competition by Internet
service providers
Provide low cost connectivity options for those with low incomes
Build grassroots campaign in partnership with elected officials, anchor
institutions and commercial stakeholders

We face a monopoly
leaving us with little choice

20-40% of city residents
do not connect when connectivity is now essential
Poor fiber optic infrastructure impairs the economic
growth of Baltimore

Campaign Strategy
Use our crowdfunding campaign as a platform to sign up campaign backers and to organize our broadband advocacy and funding
Establish campaign zones using well recognized multi-neighborhood
Community Statistical Areas
Establish zone goals calculated as 20% of owner occupied housing units
plus 5% of occupied rental units.
Fiber optic investment comes to those cities and campaign zones showing
sufficient market demand. We believe this will be true in Baltimore
Use the strength and pattern of campaign support to attract potential fiber
providers

More Information and to Join: www.BaltimoreBroadband.org

How Can You Participate

Back the campaign in your
neighborhood zone by registering and donating $10
Encourage others to join
Tell elected officials this is
important to you

Volunteer to help

Volunteer registering new backers
at Belevedere Square

Help Us Tell
Our Story

Myth & Fact

Invite us to any good size gathering; business or community organization meeting, festival or at your
school or faith based organization
meeting

Myth
Comcast has an exclusive contract for Internet
services in Baltimore
Fact
Comast has a nonexclusive franchise for TV
only. No legal barriers
prevent competition for
Intenet services. There
are economic barriers.

Myth
Baltimore has competition for Internet services
Fact
For broadband services
(speeds > 10 Mbs) most
resident have no choice
other than Comcast

Send your request to:
BaltimoreBroadband@gmail.com
Follow us on Twitter
@BaltBroadband
Volunteers signing up new backers at Belevedere

Join our Facebook page:
BaltimoreBroadband

Digital Divide
20-40% of city residents are not connecting
Access rates vary markedly by income, education, and race when the

Internet is essential. We use the Internet to find jobs, to apply for jobs, to
train for jobs. Children use the Internet to do their school work, many use
it to connect with family and friends and religious organizations use it to
connect with their community.

Myth
Fiber only comes to Baltimore City with Verizon
FIOS
Fact
There are over 800 fiber
providers in the US and
7 in Maryland. Fiber
can come with Verizon
or Comcast but also
with someone else. It
could be another provider or with Baltimore City
deploying fiber

Our campaign is citywide and inclusive; we believe fiber should be deployed to all Baltimore neighborhoods and should occur with every city
utility and work project along major corridors.
Fiber deployment is not one-plan-fits-all. We understand that fiber is expensive and where demand is sufficiently strong, we favor immediate
fiber deployment; where market demand is less strong, fiber could extend along corridors (so-called middle mile) and then connect to individual homes and businesses (so-called last mile) with other technologies
like high-speed wireless.
High priority for fiber deployment is to anchor institutions including
schools and libraries
There must be low cost options for those with low income

What Comes Next

Contact Us

Community meetings will occur to allow residents to understand the options for
fiber deployment in Baltimore. Many are familiar with Google fiber which is where
a private company owns and chooses where fiber is deployed. Verizon and Comcast have said they have made their choice and it is not Baltimore. We will explore other alternatives including municipal broadband (public owned fiber), public/
private partnerships, and the means to incentivize private investment by other
providers.

Join online at Crowdfiber.com and choose
Baltimore

We continue to partner with our elected officials and commercial stakeholders as
we develop a broadband plan for Baltimore
We are eager to involve young people. Internet is not just for serious stuff and
games are much more fun when not at slow motion.

Baltimore can be successful
We have the vision and we have the plan and we certainly have the need for
bringing fiber to Baltimore resulting in competition for Internet services.

By mail send check for
$10 made out to the Baltimore Broadband Campaign along with your
name, address, email,
phone number to BBC
Office, 5115B Roland
Avenue, Baltimore 21210
Follow on Twitter
@BaltBroadband
Facebook.com/groups/
BaltimoreBroadband
More information: BaltimoreBroadband.org

Bring competition for Internet services to Baltimore. Stop paying more for less.

